Welcome reception for new employees
October 18th 2022
University Main Building, Biskopsgatan 3, Sal IX  https://link.mazemap.com/R9JgsxrI

17.00 Welcome and short information from IFSS
Jennifer Holst, HR-generalist at the HR-division

17.10 Uppsala International Hub
Charlotte Walker, International Talent Advisor at Uppsala International Hub

17.25 Career and leadership in academia
Rabbe Hedengren and Anna Westin, Career officers at Division for Quality Enhancement

17.40 An example of the research at Uppsala university
Why So Different? The Road to Pluralism in the Baltic States and Ukraine After Soviet
Li Bennich-Björkman, Johan Skytte Chair in eloquence and politics

18.10 Welcome to Uppsala university!
Coco Norén, Deputy Vice-Chancellor at Uppsala University

Mingle

Guided tour of the University Main Building
Mikael Norrby and Anita Sollenberg, University guides

19.10 – 20.30 Dinner buffet
Swedish delicacies from the area around Uppsala